Department of Mechanical Engineering
Report On Supra SAE Event 2017

The competition entitled as SUPRA affiliated with SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) is
a national level event where students are best owed with best of their technical skills.
Poornima University formed a SAE club in the campus with 25 students from 2nd and 3 rd
Year of Mechanical Engineering. In 2015 the members of club participated in the same event
held in Chennai. Unfortunately, the team was not able to clear the virtual round there.
This year in 2017 team again participated in the same event which was held at Buddha
International Circuit, Noida between 26th June to 1st July 2017. Total 126 teams from all over
India participated in this big event which was organized by SAE India and Maruti Suzuki
India Limited. Learning from the previous mistakes the team members designed and
fabricated a new vehicle in 8 months keeping the guidelines of SAE in view.Finally on 25th
June 2017 the 25 members along with a faculty member left for Greater Noida.
The competition was very competitive as per the experience we got to have from very first
day. On the very first day technical inspection took place. In Technical inspection the vehicle
was evaluated with rulebook and inspected that whether it is fabricated with complete
compliance of rule book. Judges were from Germany from FSAE International.
On day one our team was got into technical inspection where we were given three attempts to
clear it anyhow. When we were done with first attempt, we found some flaws to get corrected
and we appeared in second attempt at the very next day but even after making all
interpretation we failed to clear it in second attempt as well. But yes, consequently we cleared
it in last attempt as no flaws were found and attained an okay mark. No marks of ours were
deducted in submission of technical reports too. Report presentation was found to be
praiseworthy as well.
After clearing the technical inspection we got ourselves into rest of events like tilt test, weight
test, egress test etc. And all these test were also passed invincibility. In tilt test vehicle is
made to lift from one side with around 45 degrees and judges who have come all the way
from Germany makes sure that no liquid of fluid should be leaking out. They immediately
take actions in making the team disqualified if they found bit of dissatisfaction. In fuel
economy test fuel tank is completely filled and it is inspected that no fuel is leaking from
anywhere. Egress test is a test where driver is supposed to come out the vehicle with no more
than 5 seconds disattaching the seat belt.
After getting done with static events, team proceeded to dynamic events like Brake test,
Acceleration test where we couldn'tfurther move with clearing the brake test. In brake test

vehicle should be designed to lock all wheels at certain time but due to low grade tyres our
vehicle was not able to stop in in the given time.
We were among top 40 teams who were able to clear technical inspection and only college
from Rajasthan. Also we have cleared all the static rounds, design, cost and business
presentations. In the same event, only 16 teams out of 126 teams could make their position at
endurance track and were eligible to race. It was anknowledgeable event where we got the
practical exposure right from manufacturing of the vehicle also we learnt management skills
while we were in the event.
We are greatly thankful to management of Poornima University for helping us in all means
and also for sponsorship of Rs. 1 lakh. The transportation facility provided by the university
helped us a lot in saving our time. .We would also like to thank Mechanical Engineering
Department for helping us in designing and fabricating phase of our vehicle. We also thank
HoD sir, Mr. Pratish Rawat for helping us in every situation. Last but not the least, our
faculty advisor Mr. Abhinav Shekhar who was with us right from the beginning till the end of
the event and guided us through the entire journey.
Next year we are again going to participate in the event after rectifying all the mistakes that
we did this time and we hope we will go till endurance next time.
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